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Abstract 

We find that people disregard traffic signal rules and cause a commotion 

at signal points, resulting in traffic and accidents.We devised a road 

blocker to address this issue. Depending on the traffic signal, stop the 

vehicle on the appropriate course and put an end to the disobedience of 

traffic light rules to reduce or eliminate. a speed breaker to control the 

speed of cars. Using a mechanism, we created a speed breaker. We can use 

this that was created to operate the road. This road blocker is controlled by 

a timing sensor. For emergency situations, we have a second entry gate 

ambulance. 
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Introduction  

Because of the growing number of vehicles and limited infrastructure, traffic congestion is 

becoming more and more of an issue. The conventional timer-based traffic light systems are 

unable to control traffic in this situation. A real-time traffic control and monitoring system 

incorporating road spike blocks was used to overcome this impediment. 

These are some of the pointers that will be taken into consideration 

1. To stop the violation of traffic signal rules. 

2. To avoid accidents and traffic at signal points. 

3. Fast Alert System to nearby police stations. 

4. To provide option for ambulance 

 

Theory  

Overcrowding is a big issue in many Indian cities, as well as other countries. Road congestion 

has been caused by signal failure, poor law enforcement, and inefficient traffic management. One 

of the primary issues in Indian cities is that the existing infrastructure cannot be expanded any 

further, leaving only better traffic management as an alternative. Congestion has a negative 

influence on the economy, the environment, and the quality of life in general. As a result, it is 

past time to address the traffic congestion issue efficiently. Video data analysis, infrared sensors, 

inductive loop detection, and other approaches are offered for traffic management. 
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The Internet of Things (IoT) connects real-world objects to the virtual world, allowing anything 

with an on/off switch to be connected at any time and from any location. It refers to a world in 

which actual items and living humans interact with virtual data and environments. Because there 

are so many gadgets connected to the internet, a lot of data is generated. As a result, in order to 

construct effective systems, this vast volume of data must be managed and transformed into 

meaningful information. The focus of this study is on an urban IoT system that is utilised to 

develop intelligent transportation systems (ITS). 

 

Mechanism 

Signal Light Detection and Detecting Signal Jump Status, Command Hardware Relay, Extract 

Near Police, and Sending Alert are the three key aspects of this project. 

Sensor values are utilised to detect a signal jump. It will only operate if the RED signal is turned 

on. The idea behind utilising an IR sensor is that if someone breaks the signal, they will come 

within range of the IR sensor, which will turn it on. The signal is relayed to the microcontroller, 

which turns on the camera. The system will now select the car image. Also, if a vehicle comes to 

a halt on a zebra crossing, it is deemed a signal jump. To prevent people from stopping at zebra 

crossings, this is done. The research has been divided into follow phases 

● Research:  

○ To do a complete automation of signal spike and speed breaker control. 

● Desktop Application: 

○ To collect the signal data based on status and light data 

○ To monitor speed breaker values and status. 

● Spike Controllers: 

○ Control spike and motor. 

○ Monitor the status of the signal. 

 

Conclusion 

I can  conclude that the road spike system is utilised for a variety of applications depending on 

the situation, such as traffic management, and one-way road directions, ensuring that traffic 

regulations are followed correctly. The number of accidents that occur can be reduced by 

employing this approach. 
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